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Abstract

Reading List for my lectures at the Third Winter School on Inequality and Collective Welfare Theory ”Identity and Social Cohesion”, January 8-11, 2008, Alba di Canazei (Italy)
1. A (Very) short list of papers


2. Papers by the lecturer.

(with S. Weber)


(with S. Weber)

**The Art of Making Everybody Happy : How to Prevent a Secession ?**

*IMF Staff papers, IMF, Staff Papers*, 50, 2003, 403-435.

(with O. Haimanko and S. Weber)


(with S. Weber)


(with S. Weber)


(with O. Haimanko and S. Weber)


(with J. Drèze and S. Weber)


(with O. Haimanko and S. Weber)


(with A. Bogomolnaia, A. Savvateev and S. Weber))


(with J. Drèze and S. Weber)
(with A. Bogomolnaia, A. Savvateev and S. Weber)

(with A. Bogomolnaia, A. Savvateev and S. Weber)

(with J. Drèze, A. Savvateev and S. Weber)

(with K. Desmet, I. Ortuno-Martín and S. Weber)


*(with I. Ortuno-Martín and S. Weber)*

Axelrod and Bennett's Landscape Theory of Coalition Formation and Potential games, 2006.